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A B S T R A C T

We present studies on the quaternization of poly[(n-butyl acrylate)-block-(2-dimethylamino)ethyl acrylate],
PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock (where subscripts denote %wt composition of the components), synthesized by
reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization, the self-assembly of the quaternized
copolymers, as well as their capability in binding with a short nucleic acid. Methyl iodide (CH3I) and 1-iodo-
hexane (C6H13I) are used for the quaternization of tertiary amines of the PDMAEA block. The quaternized
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 (where Q1 and Q6 prefixes denote the CH3I and C6H13I
modifications) block polyelectrolytes are studied by fluorescence spectroscopy (FS) and their self-assembling
behavior is investigated by dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering techniques (DLS and ELS). The PnBA21-
b-Q1PDMAEA79 polyelectrolytes seem to self-assemble into small spherical micelles with a PnBA core in aqueous
media, whereas a less well defined aggregation behavior is observed for the PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer,
probably due to the presence of the six methylene hydrophobic side chains (C6H13) in the hydrophilic part of the
copolymer, forming the micellar corona. The DNA binding capability of PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 chemically modified cationic block polyelectrolytes is studied and compared to the DNA com-
plexation behaviour of the corresponding PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 amino precursor. The formation and structure of
polyplexes is studied by DLS, ELS, FS and UV–Vis techniques at various N/P ratios of positively-chargeable
polymer amine (N = nitrogen) groups to negatively-charged nucleic acid phosphate (P) groups. The mass, size
and surface potential of the polyplexes present a strong dependence on the N/P ratio. The stability of the
polyplexes is determined by changes in their hydrodynamic parameters in the presence of salt. The PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 quaternized copolymer exhibits a more effective binding with DNA, presumably due to the ex-
istence of both electrostatic interactions and reinforced hydrophobic interactions between Q6PDMAEA chains
and DNA base pairs.

1. Introduction

Amphiphilic block copolymers (AmBCs) have come to the forefront
of polymer science because of their interesting self-assembling ability
into various nanostructures (such as micelles, vesicles, toroids, worms,
polymeric nanoparticles, etc.) in an aqueous milieu [1]. Nowadays, self-
assembled nanostructures of AmBCs are considered as alternative ro-
bust gene and drug carriers changing the fate of various therapies due
to improved water solubility, extended duration in blood circulation,
and biocompatibility characteristics [2,3]. Polymeric micelles remain at
the focus point of polymer community, exhibiting significant ad-
vantages over other types of nanoparticles such as simple preparation,
small size for deep tumor penetration, efficient drug and gene loading

for effective therapeutic potency, high stability and controlled drug and
gene release [4]. The hydrophobic segments of the polymeric micelles
are segregated from the aqueous exterior to form an inner core sur-
rounded by the hydrophilic entities (forming the shell). Hence, the
hydrophobic core is stabilized by the hydrophilic shell, which serves as
an interface between the bulk aqueous phase and the hydrophobic
domain [5].

Hydrophilic moieties often include polyelectrolytes that develop
substantial charge when dissolved or swollen in a highly polar solvent
such as water. Amine-based cationic polymers such as poly-
ethyleneimine (PEI), poly(L-lysine) (PLL), poly (dimethylaminoethyl
methacrylate) (PDMAEMA), etc. are widely used to construct cationic
micelles [6]. Quaternizing the tertiary amine groups of the copolymers
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hydrophilic segments creates a permanent positive charge on the
polymer chain, which is crucial in designing cationic block polyelec-
trolytes based nanoparticles. Cationic blocks interact and complex with
negatively charged nucleic acids forming polyplexes, while the charge-
neutral hydrophilic blocks usually protect polyplexes from aggregation
or precipitation allowing them to selectively target tissues [7].

Polycation nanoparticle delivery systems should ideally package the
genetic material with the appropriate size for cellular internalization,
provide specific targeting and stability, cell uptake, endolysosomal es-
cape and ensure the release of the genetic material within the cell [8]. A
successful gene transfer vehicle, however, depends on the physico-
chemical parameters of the cationic polymer/DNA complexes such as
the ratio of positively-chargeable polymer amine (N = nitrogen) groups
to negatively-charged nucleic acid phosphate (P) groups (N/P), size,
stability, surface potential and salinity of the solution [7,9–12].

The advent of reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer
polymerization (RAFT) facilitated the development of a wide range of
synthetic polymers and polyelectrolytes with important application
potential from materials to medicine. RAFT polymerization can be used
with a variety of monomers, developing complex architectures through
accurate control of the synthetic process and providing polymers with a
well-controlled molecular weight and narrow molecular weight dis-
tributions [13].

In our previous work, a novel pH-responsive amphiphilic system
with desirable properties emanating mainly from the PDMAEA block
namely poly(n-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl acry-
late) (PnBA-b-PDMAEA) copolymer, has been developed using the
RAFT polymerization and it has been thoroughly characterized by
various techniques [14]. In the current study, the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60

diblock (where the subscripts denote %wt composition of the compo-
nents) served as the basis for the subsequent modification reactions.
Employing methyl iodide (CH3I) and 1-iodohexane (C6H13I) as qua-
ternization agents, the PDMAEA converts to a strong cationic poly-
electrolyte, leading to PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 quaternized copolymers (where Q1 and Q6 prefixes de-
note the methyl iodide and 1-iodohexane quaternizing agents). The
successful quaternization reactions and the chemical structure of the
quaternized copolymers were confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (1H NMR). The quaternized copolymers were studied by
fluorescence spectroscopy (FS) and their self-assembling behaviour was
examined by dynamic and electrophoretic light scattering techniques
(DLS and ELS). The block copolymers synthesized form micelles in
aqueous media with coronas having different hydrophilicity/hydro-
phobicity. The complexation of tertiary and quaternary amines of
PDMAEA side groups with DNA molecules was studied by FS and ultra-
violet (UV–Vis) spectroscopies before and after the quaternization
procedures. Solution behaviour of the DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60,
DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 poly-
plexes was also examined by DLS and ELS techniques under the influ-
ence of ionic strength.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Methyl iodide (CH3I) and iodohexane (C6H13I) were used as the
quaternizing agents obtained from Aldrich. Pyrene was used as the
hydrophilic fluorescent probe and ethidium bromide (EtBr) as the
fluorescent DNA intercalating dye for complexation assays, both re-
ceived from Sigma-Aldrich. Deoxyribonucleic acid sodium salt (DNA,
with ~113 bp) from salmon testes, was received from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Self-assembly of the amphiphilic diblock copolymers

The self-assembly of the amphiphilic PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock
copolymer is reported in our previous work [14]. The quaternized

PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyelectrolyte
diblocks were self-assembled by directly dissolving the dry polymer in
distilled H2O at 10−3 g/ml concentration. All copolymer solutions were
studied after allowing them to stand overnight for equilibration.

2.3. Characterization methods

1H NMR spectra were carried out on a Varian 300 (300 mHz)
spectrometer operated by Vjnmr software, using tetramethylsilane
(TMS) as the internal standard and deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) and
acetone as the solvents. The composition of PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 di-
block copolymer was reported in a previous work [14].

The composition of PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 BCs was calculated
using the characteristic spectral peaks at 0.9 ppm which corresponds to
the eCH3 protons of PnBA side chain (3H, eCH3e) and at 2.84 ppm
which corresponds to the e(CH3)3 protons of Q1PDMAEA group (9H,
eCH3eCH3eCH3).

1H NMR spectra peaks of PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79: (Acetone, ppm):
4.06 (2H, eCH2e, 2H,eCH2e) PnBA and PDMAEA main chain (a), 1.63
(2H, eCH2e) PnBA side chain (b), 1.4 (2Η, eCH2e) PnBA side group
(c), 0.9 (3H, eCH3e) PnBA side chain (d), 3.45 (2H, eCH2e) PDMAEA
side chain (e), 2.84 (9H, eCH3eCH3eCH3e) PDMAEA side chain (f).

The composition of PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 BCs was calculated
using the characteristic spectral peaks at 0.96 ppm which corresponds
to the eCH3 protons of PnBA side chain (3H, eCH3e), at 2.4 ppm that
corresponds to the e(CH3)2 protons of PDMAEA amino group (6H,
eCH3eCH3) and at 3.5 ppm that corresponds to the e(CH3)2 protons of
Q6PDMAEA amino group (6H, eCH3eCH3).

1H NMR spectra peaks of PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30: (Acetone, ppm):
4.0 (2Η,eCH2e) PDMAEA side chain (e), 3.7 (2H, eCH2e) Q6PDMAEA
side chain (i), 3.5 (6H, eCH3eCH3e) Q6PDMAEA side chain (j), 3.38
(13H, eCH2eCH2eCH2eCH2eCH2eCH3) Q6PDMAEA side chain (k),
3.2 (2H, eCH2e) PDMAEA side chain (f), 2.4 (6H, eCH3eCH3e)
PDMAEA side chain (g), 2.3–1.6 (1H, eCHe, 2H, eCH2e) PnBA and
PDMAEA main chain (d) and (h), 1.6 (2H, eCH2e) PnBA side chain (a),
1.4 (2H, eCH2e) PnBA side chain (b), 0.96 (3H, eCH3e) PnBA side
chain (c).

DLS measurements in the angular range 45–135° were conducted on
an ALV/CGS-3 Compact Goniometer System (ALV GmbH, Germany),
using a JDS Uniphase 22 mW He-Ne laser as light source, operating at
632.8 nm, equipped with an ALV-5000/EPP multi-tau digital correlator
with 288 channels and an ALV/LSE-5003 light scattering electronics
unit for stepper motor drive and limit switch control. Measurements
were carried out five times for each concentration/angle and were
averaged. Before any measurements, the solutions were filtered through
0.45 mm hydrophilic PTFE Millex syringe filters to remove dust parti-
cles or large aggregates and they were equilibrated for 15 min. Toluene
was used as the calibration standard solvent. The size data and figures
shown below are from measurements at 90°. Obtained correlation
functions were analyzed by the cumulants method and CONTIN soft-
ware. Ionic strength effects on quaternized copolymers and on poly-
plexes were studied by adding a stock NaCl 1 M solution in the qua-
ternized copolymer solution in aliquots and thus increasing salt
concentration (in the range 0.01–0.5 M NaCl) in the aqueous copolymer
solutions.

ELS measurements were made using a Nano Zeta Sizer (Malvern
Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) at 633 nm and a fixed backscattering
angle of 173°. Zeta-potential values that recorded are the average of 50
runs, using the Henry correction of Smoluchowski equation after
equilibration at 25 °C.

FS experiments were performed in order to determine the critical
micelle concentrations (CMC) of the block copolymers in water before
and after the quaternization procedures using a Fluorolog-3 Jobin
Yvon-Spex spectrofluorometer (modelGL3–21). The excitation wave-
length used for these measurements was 335 nm and emission spectra
were recorded in the region 355–630 nm. Pyrene was used as the
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fluorescent probe. A stock solution of 1 mM pyrene in acetone was
prepared and was added in the solutions in a ratio of 1 μl per 1 ml
polymer solution. Measurements were conducted after evaporation of
acetone overnight at room temperature.

The complexation behaviour of the copolymers with DNA molecules
at various N/P ratios has been studied using the fluorescence of ethi-
dium bromide. An initial stock solution of DNA (1 × 10−4 g/ml) was
prepared followed by addition of EtBr ([EtBr] = [P]/4). Subsequently,
the DNA aqueous solution was titrated using a concentrated polymer
solution, up to an N/P ratio equal to 8. The titration was followed by
fluorescence spectroscopy. The excitation wavelength used for the so-
lutions of polyplexes was at 535 nm, monitoring the emission at
600 nm.

UV–Vis absorption spectra of polyplexes were recorded between
200 and 400 nm wavelength using a Perkin Elmer (Lambda 19)
UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (Waltham, MA, USA). The polyplexes
were measured at N/P ratios in the 0.25–4 range and were diluted to
get an absorbance value of less than 1.

2.4. Quaternizations of PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock copolymer

Appropriate stoichiometric calculations were made such that the
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers qua-
ternizes at 100% degree using CH3I and at 25% degree using C6H13I. In
a typical quaternization procedure, the block copolymer is dissolved in
THF (2% w/v) and the quaternizing agent is added to the solution (CH3I
moles/PDMAEA moles = 2 in case of the PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and
C6H13I moles/PDMAEA moles = 0.3 in the case of PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30) [15,16]. The reactions, as illustrated in Scheme 1, took
place for 24 h at room temperature, under stirring. After that period, a
rotary evaporator was used for the evaporation of THF and the products

were dried in a vacuum oven for another 24 h.

2.5. Polyplex formation

The nucleic acids/polymer polyplexes were formed by mixing
gently the copolymer and DNA stock solutions in the desired N/P ratios
[17]. The polyplexes were prepared at N/P ratios in the 0.25–4 range by
maintaining the polymer concentration stable at ambient temperature
under stirring. The copolymer stock solutions at pH 7 were prepared as
follows: 4 mg of the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 polymer was directly dis-
solved in 8 ml NaCl (C = 5 × 10−4 g/ml) and 8 mg of the quaternized
copolymers (PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30)
were directly dissolved in 8 ml NaCl (C = 10−3 g/ml). The DNA stock
solution was prepared at 2 × 10−4 g/ml for the mixing and formation
of DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes. Indicatively, 1 ml of the copolymer
stock solution was added to each N/P ratio before mixing with the
appropriate volume of DNA solution. Scheme 2 is a graphical illustra-
tion of DNA binding with cationic copolymers to form polyplexes.

The PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 copolymer stock solution of NaCl 0.01 M
was studied at 5 × 10−4 g/ml concentration whereas the quaternized
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer stock
solutions of NaCl 0.01 M were studied at 10−3 g/ml. The DNA/PnBA40-
b-PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes were studied in the 0.25–4 N/P ratios. The
self-assembly of the polyplexes was studied after allowing them to stand
overnight for equilibration.

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the quaternization reactions using CH3I and C6H13I to form PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 cationic
copolymers respectively.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis of PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock copolymer

The synthesis of the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock, using the RAFT
polymerization technique, as well as its molecular and physicochemical
characterization are presented and discussed in our previous work [14].

3.2. Quaternization reactions and molecular characterization

The PDMAEA block was quaternized to quaternary ammonium after
a period of 24 h and converted to a strong cationic polyelectrolyte salt
using both CH3I and C6H13I quaternizing agents. In Scheme 1, a gra-
phical representation of the quaternization reaction and the formation
of PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyelec-
trolytes is depicted.

1H NMR spectroscopy confirmed the successful quaternization of
the amino side group of PDMAEA block using CH3I and C6H13I. The
molecular weights and the compositions of the quaternized copolymers
were calculated using the obtained molecular characteristics of the
PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock copolymer as determined by SEC and 1H
NMR measurements [14]. In the case of PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 co-
polymers, the Mw and the composition were calculated taking into
consideration that the reaction is essentially quantitative. In the case of
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers, the Mw and the composition were
calculated in accordance to the degree of quaternization from NMR, i.e.
25%. The molecular weights and composition of the copolymers, as
well as the number of the quaternized monomeric units are summarized

Scheme 2. Schematic illustration of polyplex formation.

Table 1
Molecular characteristics of the PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers.

Sample Mw pol (g/mol) MW PDMAEA (g/mol) MW QPDMAEA (g/mol) % wt PnBA % wt PDMAEA % wt QPDMAEA Quaternized monomeric units

PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 12,500 – 9400 21 – 79 33
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 9500 3500 2800 33 37 30 8

Fig. 1. 1Η-NMR spectrum of the PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 copolymer in acet-
one‑d6.
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in Table 1. Representative 1H NMR spectra of the quaternized PnBA21-
b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers are presented
in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively.

3.3. Self-assembly of the quaternized copolymers

FS, DLS and ELS measurements were performed to assess the CMC,
the size, the shape and the surface charge of the diblock copolymer
aggregates formed in aqueous media. To examine the versatile prop-
erties of the quaternized copolymers, CMC was determined as the in-
flection point in the I1/I3 vs concentration curves using the FS tech-
nique and pyrene was used as the fluorescent probe. The polymer stock
solutions concentrations were at 10−3 g/ml and at pH = 7. Calculated
relative intensity ratio I1/I3 of pyrene peaks versus the copolymer
concentration in water for the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79, PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers is shown in Fig. 3.
All CMC values are gathered in Table 2. The CMC of the PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 copolymer has been increased compared to the CMC
value of the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock precursor as the charged side

chains enhance copolymer solubility. Conversely, the CMC of the
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer has been reduced compared to the
CMC value of the PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 quaternized copolymer due
to the presence of the six carbons hydrophobic functional side chains
added to the PDMAEA blocks that reduce the polymer solubility and
render the system more hydrophobic.

The hydrodynamic radius (Rh) and size polydispersity index (PDI)
values of the formed nanostructures in aqueous media are presented in
Table 2. A comparison of the size distributions of the PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60, PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 qua-
ternized copolymers in aqueous solutions is presented in Fig. 4 at 90°.
DLS data revealed almost monomodal distributions for all quaternized
copolymer solutions which indicate the participation of all chains in the
formation of micellar nanostructures. According to our previous work,
the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock copolymer presented remarkable
morphological transitions in aqueous solutions of varying pH values.
Particularly, at neutral pH, spherical nanoparticles, multicomponent
vesicles and larger vesicles appeared as proved by Cryo-TEM experi-
ments, whereas mainly nanostructures of 93 nm appeared according to
DLS data in Table 2 [14]. The PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers exhibited lower Rh and intensity values
compared to the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock due to the enhanced
hydrophilicity after the quaternization reactions, at least in the case of
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79. The PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 polyelectrolytes
seem to self-assemble into micelles of Rh = 20 nm in aqueous media
whereas a relatively larger mean size and broader size distribution is
observed for the PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer, presumably due to
the presence of the hydrophobic C6H13 side chains in the PDMAEA
block of the copolymer, which is a distinctive difference compared to
the case of the PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 copolymer. Apparently, hydro-
phobic interactions between the coronas lead to a secondary

Fig. 2. 1Η-NMR spectrum of the PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer in acet-
one‑d6.

Fig. 3. CMC determination for the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79, and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers.

Table 2
FS, DLS and ELS results of PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers.

Sample CMC
(×10−6 g/ml) (FS)

Rh

(nm)
(DLS)

PDI
(DLS)

ζpot
(mV)
(ELS)

PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 5.3 93 0.321 +18
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 7.8 21 0.241 +43
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 6.0 93 0.371 +10

Fig. 4. A comparison of the size distributions from CONTIN analysis for
PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30

copolymers 90° in aqueous solutions.
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aggregation and to less well-defined structures in terms of size dis-
tribution. All ζpot values (Table 2) are positive as the dimethylamino
groups of PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 copolymer are partially protonated and
fully or more protonated/charged in the case of PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers, respectively.
Particularly, the zeta potential value of the PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30

copolymer appears less positive than the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock,
probably due to the presence of the six-methylene hydrophobic func-
tional side chains (C6H13I) in the hydrophilic part of the chemically
converted copolymer, after the quaternization reaction. These hydro-
phobic segments may cover some positive charges on the Q6PDMAEA
chains, turning the surface potential less positive than that of the
PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock which has not undergone any chemical
modification.

3.4. Effect of solution ionic strength on the nanostructures of the copolymers

The addition of NaCl in aqueous polyelectrolyte copolymer solu-
tions often elicits significant changes in polymer solubility and size of
the polymeric chains [18,19]. The effect of ionic strength on PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 copolymer and its derivatives, PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 /
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30, was studied by DLS experiments, as higher
NaCl concentration was gradually introduced in the aqueous solutions
of the copolymers synthesized. The measurements of the PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 copolymer were conducted at a solution concentration of
5 × 10−4 g/ml whereas the quaternized PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79

/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers were prepared at 10−3 g/ml. All
measurements were carried out at 90°, pH = 7 and 25 °C. In Fig. 5, the
dependence of Rh and scattered intensity on the NaCl concentration is
depicted for the PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and
PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymers. The effect of ionic strength on the
PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock is rooted in the weak polyelectrolyte
nature of the PDMAEA block. Specifically, a secondary aggregation is
observed in Fig. 5a, as salt concentration increases, indicating a sig-
nificant growth in diameters and mass, until both Rh and intensity va-
lues reach a plateau. Regarding Fig. 5b, quaternized PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 copolymer shows no evidence of shrinkage and quite
stable values of Rh are presented by the copolymer nanostructures in
solution. Particularly, the gradual addition of salt does modulate sig-
nificantly repulsive electrostatic interactions between the hydrophilic
chains, and Q1PDMAEA block tethering to PnBA hydrophobic cores
does not allow shrinkage of the hydrophilic corona chains.

On the other hand, an increase in the mass of the PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer nanostructures is observed in Fig. 5c, as the
scattered intensity gradually increases significantly with the addition of
salt. The quaternized copolymer aggregates in this case exhibit shrink-
resistance and show relatively stable Rh values as the ionic strength
increases, possibly due to shrinkage of the partially hydrophobized
coronas which compensates the mass increase. The observed behavior

is a delicate balance between charge screening from NaCl addition,
hydrophobic interactions due to the hydrophobic side chains of the
corona blocks and increased hydrophilicity coming from the permanent
positive charges introduced after the quaternization with C6H13I.

3.5. Complexation with DNA – Ethidium bromide quenching assay

Ethidium bromide (EtBr) is a fluorescent compound interacting with
DNA by intercalation between the base pairs rendering the dye strongly
fluorescent. Upon complexation with cations, the fluorescence intensity
decreases due to inhibition of its binding with DNA. As a result,
quenching of EtBr fluorescence is usually used to monitor the formation
of polyplexes [17,20]. Fig. 6 represents typical curves of the relative
fluorescence intensity as a function of the N/P ratio along with the
corresponding spectra of DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes. Most of
the curves exhibit a well-pronounced decrease of the fluorescent in-
tensity that is steeper for the case of DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30

polyplexes. In Fig. 6a, the DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 polyplexes are
associated with an extremely slow decay of the fluorescent intensity in
comparison with the quaternized polyplexes, possibly due to the low
complexation efficiency of the partially positively charged amino
groups with DNA molecules. Instead, PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 copo-
lymer exhibits a stronger complexation with DNA (Fig. 6b) and a faster
rate of EtBr molecules displacement than the DNA/PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 polyplexes. The steeper decrease in fluorescence intensity
indicates a strong DNA binding with the positively charged amino
groups of the quaternized copolymer. Undoubtedly, Fig. 6c displays the
strongest DNA complexation with the positive charged and partially
hydrophobized amino groups of the quaternized PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer than the previously studied polyplexes. The
faster decay rate of the fluorescence intensity (Fig. 6c) indicates the
ability of the PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer to strongly bind with
DNA molecules, depicting also a potential effect of hydrophobic inter-
actions being active in this case. The critical quenching of the fluores-
cence is associated with the displacement of intercalated EtBr from the
double helix indicating a strong complexation ability of the investigated
copolymers.

3.6. UV absorption spectra

DNA complexation with cationic polyelectrolytes is often examined
by UV–Vis spectroscopy as it studies the absorption of nucleic acids
providing information about the type of interaction between the DNA
and the copolymers and indicates possible changes in the configuration
of DNA chains.

According to the literature, free DNA exhibits a characteristic ab-
sorption peak at λmax = 260 nm [21,22], whose intensity decreases
while it forms polyplexes with the positive charged polymer chains and

Fig. 5. Rh and scattered intensity as a function of ionic strength ([NaCl]) for (a) PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, (b) PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and (c) PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30

copolymers in aqueous solutions.
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a new peak appears at shorter wavelengths. Fig. 7a presents the UV
absorption spectra of the DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 polyplexes at N/P
ratios ranging from 0.25 to 4, where no appreciable interaction with the
negative DNA phosphate groups is observed with the partially charged
PDMAEA block. However, the presence of two UV absorption peaks in
Fig. 7b indicates the existence of both free and complexed DNA in the
presence of PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 quaternized copolymer. The for-
mation of polyplexes is observed at all N/P ratios whereas free DNA

prevails at 0.25 ratio due to the presence of a large excess of DNA
phosphate groups. The presence of one UV absorption peak at N/P ratio
equal to 1 suggests that no free DNA remained in the solution resulting
in DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 polyplexes. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is insufficient information in the literature about the in-
terpretation of the UV peak at ca. 230 nm. We believe that this newly
developed peak is probably related to the configuration transitions of
DNA when it is complexed with the cationic polymers, since the

Fig. 6. Ethidium bromide fluorescence quenching in (a) DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, (b) DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and (c) PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes.

Fig. 7. UV spectra of (a) DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes at N/P ratios in the 0.25–4 range.
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amphiphilic block copolymers do not show any peaks in this particular
spectral range. A strong complexation of DNA with the positively
charged amino groups of PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer is ob-
served in Fig. 7c at all N/P ratios except for 0.5 ratio where both free
and complexed DNA existed and of 0.25 ratio where free DNA prevails
in the solution.

3.7. Size and ζ-potential of polyplexes

The complexation of the quaternized copolymers with nucleic acids
is achieved through electrostatic coupling of the positively charged
amino groups of the copolymer and the negatively charged phosphate
groups of DNA. The ability of PDMAEA-based block copolymers and
their derivatives to condense DNA molecules and act as potential gene
delivery vectors was examined by DLS and ELS techniques. The poly-
plexes (DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and
DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30) were prepared at N/P ratios in the

0.25–4 range with DNA of low molar mass (≈113 bp). The com-
plexation of the partially positively charged PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 di-
block with nucleic acids was examined and then compared to DNA/
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes.
The DLS and ELS results for the DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, DNA/
PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes
are displayed in Fig. 8. As DLS data reveal for the DNA/PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 and DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 polyplexes (Fig. 8a and
8c), the intensity and hydrodynamic radius (Rh) decrease as the N/P
ratio increases. Specifically, the formation of lower mass and smaller
size complexes is observed when gradually adding PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 and quaternized PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 copolymers re-
spectevily. The Rh of DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes slightly
increases as the N/P ratio rises from 0.25 to 2 and then it decreases
until N/P ratio 4. On the other hand, the intensity steeply declines until
N/P ratio 2 followed by a lower-rate of decrease until N/P ratio 4. The
formation of lower mass and larger complexes is detected as the ratio of

Fig. 8. Variations of the Rh and scattered intensity (a, c, e) and ζ potential (b), (d), (f) with the N/P ratio of the DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes.
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copolymer increases to N/P ratio 2. Notably, precipitation was observed
around the neutralization point (N/P = 1) for the DNA/PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes (Fig. 8c
and 8e). The explanation of the polyplex precipitation is that DNA can
easily access the charges surrounding the small and soft PnBA core
facilitating their effective neutralization and decrease of their solubi-
lity.

The ζ-potential values of particles, determined by ELS measure-
ments, are negative at all N/P ratios (Fig. 8b) due to the DNA molecules
localization in the periphery of block copolymer micellar aggregates.
The polyplexes exhibit negative ζ-potential of higher absolute values at
low N/P ratios compared to high N/P ratios due to the presence of a
larger number of phosphate groups. The results in Fig. 8a and 8b are in
agreement with the complexation behaviour of the PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 diblock with nucleic acids as the partially positively
charged amino groups of the PDMAEA block have not undergone any
chemical modification. Thus, some PDMAEA chains carry insufficient
positive charge to strongly bind with the negative phosphate DNA
groups. According to Fig. 8d, the PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 based poly-
plexes are negatively charged at low N/P ratios (0.25 and 0.5) where
more phosphate groups exist in solution and are positively charged at
high N/P ratios (1.5, 2 and 4) where positively charged amino groups of
the copolymer prevail. Τhe PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes in
Fig. 8f, follow the same line of thought with the PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 polyplexes, presenting negative ζ-potential values at low
N/P ratios (0.25 and 0.5) and positive ones at high N/P ratios (1.5, 2
and 4).

3.8. Behaviour of polyplexes in the presence of salt

The stability of the resulting polyplexes regarding in the body-fluids
where a considerable concentration of salt is present and modifies
electrostatic interactions is of great importance for their effectiveness as
gene carriers. In this direction, DLS measurements on DNA/PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60, DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and DNA/PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 polyplexes were performed in solutions with additional
salt (original NaCl concentration during complexation was 0.01 M). The
solutions of each polyplex system that exhibited the greater stability
over time (for a 2-week period), were further studied under the influ-
ence of ionic strength. Specifically, the selected solutions for the DNA/
PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 polyplex system were those at N/P = 1 and 0.5,
for the DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 at N/P = 2 and 0.5, and for the
DNA/PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 at N/P = 0.5 and 0.25. Fig. 9 presents
the Rh and scattered intensity values as a function of ionic strength for
the DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 polyplex at a) N/P = 1 and b) N/

P = 0.5 ratios (in deficiency of copolymer). As observed at both N/P
ratios, Rh of polyplexes increases with the addition of NaCl, while in-
tensity slightly decreases. The parallel increase in size and decrease in
mass leads to the conclusion that addition of salt leads to partial
polyplex dissociation due to charge screening effects.

A similar trend occurred for the DNA/PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79

polyplexes at both N/P ratios of 2 and 0.5 (in deficiency of polymer), as
highlighted in Fig. 10a and 10b. Particularly, the Rh of the polyplexes is
increased followed by a decrease in their mass in the presence of salt. As
Rh increases, the charged groups of the copolymer and DNA that were
initially complexed are now freed, due to the presence of the low mo-
lecular weight salt, and thus hydrophilicity of the system is enhanced,
leading to a higher incorporation of water molecules and a swelling of
the polyplexes. The parallel decline in intensity suggests a decrease in
the mass of the polyplexes, indicating their partial disintegration. It is
however important that polyplexes exist even at the higher ionic
strength utilized. This is indicated by the higher scattering intensity of
polyplexes solutions compared to the scattering intensity determined
for pure copolymer solutions of similar concentration before com-
plexation.

As seen in Fig. 11a and 11b, the trend of the DNA/PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 polyplex system at both N/P ratios of 0.5 and 0.25, is
similar to the previous ones. Lower mass polyplexes with increased
diameters are formed upon the addition of salt. By increasing the ionic
strength of the solution, the affinity between DNA chains and block
copolymers decreases, leading to weaker electrostatic interactions and
resulting in partial dissociation of the initially formed polyplexes.

4. Conclusions

The PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 diblock copolymer synthesized by RAFT
polymerization was successfully converted into PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79

and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 strong cationic, amphiphilic, block poly-
electrolytes by quaternization of the tertiary amines of the PDMAEA
block using CH3I and C6H13I quaternizing agents. DLS results revealed
that PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 copolymer chains self-assemble into small
micelles of Rh = 20 nm in aqueous solutions, whereas the PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer forms less well-defined aggregates due to the
presence of the six carbons hydrophobic alkyl side chain on the
PDMAEA block of the copolymer, inducing hydrophobic interactions
between corona chains. The partially positively charged PnBA40-b-
PDMAEA60 diblock and the chemically converted PnBA21-b-
Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 cationic copolymers, with
the latter having a more hydrophobic character, were evaluated for
their potential to bind with DNA molecules. FS and UV–Vis

Fig. 9. Rh and scattered intensity as a function of ionic strength ([NaCl]) for DNA/PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60 polyplexes at (a) N/P = 1 and (b) N/P = 0.5.
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spectroscopies showed a strong binding between cationic PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 quaternized copolymer, with the higher hydrophobic
character, and DNA. The low positively charged PnBA40-b-PDMAEA60

diblock and PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 cationic copolymer were less ef-
fective in displacing EtBr and complexation with DNA seems less effi-
cient. Mass, size, surface potential and the ability of the copolymers to
interact with DNA molecules revealed a strong dependence on the N/P
ratios, as indicated by DLS and ELS techniques, in parallel with the
effects of charge density and hydrophobicity of the complexing block.
The chemically modified PnBA21-b-Q1PDMAEA79 and PnBA33-b-
Q6PDMAEA30 cationic copolymers showed a strong binding with DNA
at almost all N/P ratios without signs of free DNA remaining in the
solutions at high N/P ratios. The reinforcing hydrophobic interactions
between Q6PDMAEA chains and DNA in addition to the electrostatic
interactions coexisted in the DNA/ polyplex system contributed to the
preferential binding, shrinking and compacting of DNA. The physico-
chemical results of the PDMAEA-based polyplexes give new insights in
the parameters affecting block polyelectrolyte/DNA interactions, while
the PnBA33-b-Q6PDMAEA30 copolymer shows potential as non-viral
delivery vector in the field of gene therapy.
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